Sift & Winnow: Libraries@UW - Self Registration Course

Overview of Self Registration for UW-Madison Libraries’ Sift & Winnow: Libraries@UW online tutorial.

Self-Registration Courses

The Sift & Winnow: Libraries@UW online tutorial can be accessed as a Self Registration course on Learn@UW (learnuw.wisc.edu). Students & staff need to self-register to access this type of course. To start the enrollment process, click on the “UW NetID Login” button from the Learn@UW homepage, and login.
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The Self Registration courses for which you are already registered are located on Learn@UW in your My Course Dashboard in the Ongoing directory in Learn@UW (please note that you must be logged in). Expand the directory by clicking on the “Ongoing” banner to reveal the complete list of courses you are enrolled in.

- **Note:** This directory does not exist unless you are currently enrolled in a self-registration course.
How to Self Register

1. After logging successfully into the Learn@UW Course Dashboard, find the text "Direct Access to". Then Select 1. Desire2Learn > 2. Self-Registration.

2. You will be brought to a long list of Self-Registration courses. Navigate to “Sift & Winnow: Libraries@UW”

3. After selecting the course, the Description dialog will appear. Press the “Register” button, (3).
4. On the Registration Form, your e-mail, first name and last name will automatically be populated. Press “Submit”, (4).

5. On the Confirmation dialog, Click “Finish”, (5).

6. On the Registration Summary dialog, click “Done” (6), or click “Go to course offering Sift & Winnow: Libraries@UW” to go directly to the tutorial course page.

7. You will also receive an automatically generated e-mail confirming enrollment in the self-registration course.